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INTRODUCTION

If you think staying in Cyberjaya is like living in Brooklyn in New

York, you are almost there. With many gorgeous housing developments sprouting up, Cyberjaya is the next ‘It’ place. But a place

is not a place to be without easy access from all corners of the

city. With improved public transportation yet, traveling to the city

and other important destinations is a breezy chore.

This book will act as a guide for Cyberjaya and Putrajaya residents through the four bus services that connect them to other

parts of bustling Kuala Lumpur.

Suddenly feel like redecorating your home? Just hop on bus U43

and you’ll be surrounded by amazing places like Ikea, 1Utama

Shopping Mall and The Curve in Bandar Utama.

How about a route that goes to both Little India and Chinatown?

Well, there’s E1, the most popular bus route that brings you to the

city center. Bored of Alamanda Shopping Mall? Take bus U42

that goes to Serdang and (the) Mines is all yours!

The reason why I choose this topic is that I feel transportation

isn’t only about the destination, but the journey. Taking the public bus reduces traffic and pollution, yet few of us are willing to

get out of our cars and onto LRTs and buses. While a railway or

bus will never achieve the quiet solitude of a personal car, it can

provide, much like a well-designed public park, an inviting, communal space.
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Cyberjaya map courtesy of Google Maps.
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GETTING STARTED

Travel happy with one-for-all card

Back in 2006 part of the Malaysian government’s action to pool

in more tourists was to deploy a RM2.00 unlimited travel for a

day. You simply retain your bus ticket and you may use it for any

other journey (with similar price) within 24 hours. Being a Lim Kok

Wing student since 2009, I got to enjoy the perks. But the system

was short-lived and it ended in late 2009.

Now, with improved bus routes and newer bus chassis, the means

of paying fares have to be on par as well. Contactless smart

card was first introduced in Hong Kong in year 1997. Since then,

many nations have their best software engineers to come up

with similar travel card. Malaysia’s Touch ‘n’ Go was first launched

on March 18, 1997. But it was only meant for TOLLs.

Americans in San Diego travel conveniently with Compass card.

The Oyster card in London is a necessity. Travelers tap away on

public transports with Octopus card in Hong Kong. Singaporeans

get to places with the EZ-link card. Guess what Malaysia has?

The Rabbit Card! This card, introduced in April 2011, adds a few

folds of convenience for your travels. Just touch when you board

(maximum fare will be charged) and touch again when you alight

(only allocated fare will be deducted), as simple as that. And

one Unique Selling Point (USP) of this system in Malaysia is that

passengers may buy and reload their card in the bus itself. How

amazing! Not only that, you may also top up your card value at

most ATM machines. Easy peasy lemon squeezy!



The back of the card.
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This contactless smart card card can also be used for LRT, TOLL,

parking, and other major stores and restaurants that accept Touch

‘n’ Go payment.
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WARNING: It is considered a need to have this card with you

at all times if you wish to travel by bus or trains. To increase system efficiency, some buses no longer accept cash. Depending

on the bus service captain, you may be forced to buy the Rabbit

Card. You may purchase it on the bus itself at RM10 with RM8

value, or RM5 with RM3 value.

Some helpful facts:

	

-The Rabbit Card is not accepted on ERL trains (KL-KLIA 	

	

Express/Transit trains).

	

	

-The Rabbit Card can be used on Rapid KL LRT and 		

	

Monorail as well.

	

	

-For Monorails, a minimum sufficient value of RM4.00 is 	

	needed.

	

	

-No reloading of value at Monorail station counters.



DESTINATION

UNKNOWN

As with anywhere else in the world, it is important to make sure

that you are taking the right bus wherever you go. Asking for directions always helps too, but due to a certain language barrier,

communication may be jeopardized. If you plan to go somewhere and you are not sure what bus to take, simply navigate

through the Journey Planner on Rapid KL website http://www.

myrapid.com.my/journeyplanner/ and the system will show you

the way.



Sample screen of your journey planner from Cyberjaya Bus Terminal to KL

Sentral. Please note that payments by cash must either be of exact amount

or your change will be forfeited.
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THE BUSES

The Ergonomics
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Rapid KL buses evolved from non-air conditioned, to air

conditioned, to the ones with fewer seats to make way for

more passengers. Shuttle 1 and 2 buses in Cyberjaya have

recently (as of 10 October 2011) gone through an extreme

makeover.



As for other buses - U43, U42, and U429 – they are still

operating on alternating old and new models, which has 40

cushioned seats. It is important that the seats are padded

because the journeys are usually long – from 1 to 2 hours

during peak periods - all for the comfort of the passengers.



Many passengers, who are mostly students, seemed very

happy with the transformation. Although the new bus seats

are not padded - it’s pure plastic - but that doesn’t matter

because the trips are usually short (less than 30 minutes).

What matter is that the air-conditioning works powerfully to

counter the scorching heat outisde and has a lot of space

to carry more students during peak hours.



All Rapid KL buses are manufactured by Scania, UK’s leading engine and heavy transportations manufacturer. There

are nine Scania dealers all over Malaysia. The most common bus chassis is the Scania Citywide. According to Scania website, drivers appreciate the new ergonomically designed driver’s station, and passengers benefit from smooth

flow with easy entry and exit.
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Operating hours

Rapid KL first bus departs at 6.00 am and last bus leaves at 11.00

pm from the terminal.



The drivers

On one of the occasion that I had to interview the bus drivers, I

found out that there is no such thing as “not enough drivers” . It

is evident that some drivers will show a degree of recklessness,

but there are still nice and kind drivers out there. One thing that I

applaud is their work integrity. They willingly work on weekends

even for a shuttle bus service that usually do not have bus full

of passengers.



Extras

Most Rapid KL buses have built-in Asia Media mobile TV for

added entertainment on the go. It is a good media for advertisers,

actually. Most programs on the channel revolve around public

announcements, celebrity gossips, MTVs, and quite the unexpected, Upin &amp; Ipin, a Malay children animation TV show.  



Many of us assumed that the low bus frequency is a result from low number of bus service captains (drivers, basically) on duty.
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